When your trade secrets are compromised, so is your revenue, business, and future.

Various factors are dramatically shifting intellectual property (IP) law, making trade secret protection, enforcement, and litigation more frequent and complex.

That’s why the world’s leading organizations trust Fish to protect and defend their most novel, market-disrupting innovations.
We begin by attaining a 360-degree view of your organization so we can develop the most profitable strategy to include everything from identifying trade secrets and optimizing their value to designing and implementing security plans to helping you realize the full value of your entire IP portfolio.

Leverages your innovation and navigates legal complexities.
We know how important your innovations are to you. Fish has more than 300 attorneys with degrees in science or technology, and more than 100 of those have a Ph.D. in their field. This allows us to understand your innovation as well as you do, and to use our legal acumen to deftly navigate the complexities of any potential trade secret litigation.

Achieves optimal outcomes at trial.
Our seasoned trial attorneys artfully distill complicated scientific, technical, and financially sensitive trade secrets and weave the relevant facts into compelling stories that persuade juries. This includes developing and presenting solid expert testimony at trial and eviscerating the expert testimony of our opponents.

Delivers a strong, skillful team with unmatched experience.
We have an extensive track record and the requisite experience to help our clients conduct internal investigations – including the use of digital forensics – to determine, confirm, or defend against suspected trade secret loss or theft. Clients turn to Fish to obtain temporary restraining orders and other preliminary injunctive relief, such as civil seizure under the Defend Trade Secrets Act, to stop actual or threatened misappropriation of trade secrets. We litigate all varieties of trade secret disputes in both federal and state court, and handle appeals before the Federal Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court.

Win Swift, Robust Trade Secret Protection
While Fish is a recognized leader in patent litigation at venues nationwide, nowhere are we more distinguished than at the International Trade Commission (ITC). Fish was one of the first to litigate trade secret matters, and the ITC is quickly gaining popularity as the fastest, most powerful venue for protecting trade secrets. Whether your company is foreign or domestic, in as few as 90 days, this administrative tribunal can block imports that infringe on your IP.

Fish was the most active firm at the ITC in 2018 and secured numerous victories for clients. We’re the ITC firm of choice because we know how to harness the power of an ITC decision on a client’s behalf and have the strongest, most experienced team practicing before the ITC today. These attorneys have set precedent and changed law at the ITC to enhance trade secret protection. This is why, year after year, publications like Managing Intellectual Property, the National Law Journal and Chambers Global declare Fish the leading firm at the ITC.

Your competitive advantage, and the future of your organization, depend on your trade secrets. Let Fish give them the protection they deserve.

Learn more at fr.com/services/litigation/trade-secret/